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1 About us
CodeC Instal.lacions Elèctriques
The company was set up in 2005 
by a group of professionals with 
over 15 years experience in the 
electricity sector. We have worked 
together with engineers and final 
customers in order to develop new 
projects and restructure electrical 
installations.

CodeC Instal.lacions Elèctriques, S.L.
Polígon Industrial Les Pinedes
C/Pompeu Fabra, Nau 9
17450 Hostalric (Girona)
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CodeC Instal.lacions Elèctriques
CodeC is specialized in both chemical and pharmaceutical sectors, since we have carried out a 
certain number of serious projects for various chemical and pharmaceutical companies within Spain.

Our company is fully equipped with the necessary resources and with highly-qualified personnel 
to face any sort of electrical projects concerning control, power or distribution, as well as projects 
involving electrical cable trays and circuits, equipment connexions and the manufacture of electrical 
cabinets.
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2 Service
At CodeC, our service consists in showing our 
commitment to our clients when offering our electrical 
engineering services as well as when developing their 
projects. We count on highly-qualified personnel that 
will be at your disposal from the very beginning to 
the very end of the project. Thus, the client is always 
going to be provided with all the necessary details 
required by the project, the purchasing management, 
the development, the supply of materials and the 
monitoring.

Our service covers the following disciplines:
- Industrial electrical installations
- Industrial maintenance
- Electrical engineering
- Manufacturing of electrical cabinets
- Installations in Classified Areas
- Automation and control
- Electric heat tracing.
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2.1 Industrial electrical installations
CodeC’s Industrial Electrical 
section is specialized in the 
development of all sorts of 
projects and in the electrical 
assembly and maintenance of 
low voltage (LV) power lines, 
such as fire-detection systems, 
communications, etc.

CodeC has a vast experience 
in both the chemical and 
pharmaceutical sectors. The 
intense and constant activity 
carried out in these sectors 
represents CodeC’s best 
guarantee regarding its clients. 

We install distribution cabinets of 
power lines for motors, pumps, 
agitators, vacuum pumps, etc. by 
means of using an electric starting 
system based on contactors, softstarters 
and frequency Converters.
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2.2 Industrial electrical maintenance
CodeC has the essential technological tools to carry 
out any sort of electrical maintenance (predictive, 
corrective and preventive). In order to fulfil and 
guarantee the maintenance is well done, we count 
on adequate equipment and both experienced and 
professional workers. It is also worth mentioning 
that we comply with all the specifications, current 
legislation and requirements.

We provide our customers with preventive 
maintenance in electrical cabinets, measure 
thermography in electrical equipment, verify 
malfunctioning connexions, and detect high contact 
resistance in switchgears and in power equipment. 

We also carry out trials to avoid insulation 
defects and detect faulty wiring sections as 
well as obstructed ventilation in transformers.
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2.3 Electrical engineering
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In order to carry out the projects, CodeC is vastly experienced in the 
following electrical engineering domains: Power, automatic control 
systems and software development regarding the aforementioned 
disciplines. Therefore, we offer competitive solutions, always basing 
them all on the latest technologies. 

From our department, we would 
like to provide you with whatever 
you need both to design and 
develop your project.
Once the client has contacted 
us and has submitted the project 
he/she would like us to carry out, 
we then study the best way to 
undertake it. 
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2.4 Manufacturing of electrical cabinets
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By means of arranging regular meetings, our department creates a conceptual study of 
the project which is about to be initiated. In this one, we always give the most adequate 
technological solution so as that our client can choose the alternative which best adapts to 
his/her necessities. 

We carry out any sort of projects, which are always 
officially approved and meet the latest requirements;

-  Feasibility studies and client’s necessities.

- Development of electrical installations specifications.

- Basic engineering and detailed electrical installations.

- Legalization of electrical installations.

- We design and/or manufacture electric command and control boards.

- We count on extensive experience and satisfactory results.

- We offer the possibility of obtaining turnkey solutions.

- We carry out, coordinate, verify and set up electrical cabinets.
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Control cabinets
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Control Cabinets
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Pneumatic cabinets

Power distribution cabinets
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MCC electrical cabinets
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2.5 Installations in Classified Areas
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White rooms aimed at pharmaceutical laboratories
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Process reactors

Implementation of process variables
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We design and install electric heat 
tracing on pipes and tanks by means of 
using self-regulating cables and constant 
wattage.

We offer turnkey electric heat tracing 
installation projects. Moreover, our 
service covers the designing and the 
calculation of the installation as well as 
the power supply and assembly of both 
the electric tracing and the temperature 
monitoring equipment. 

We have set up temperature monitoring 
systems based on local controllers and 
on technology based on temperature 
controllers. 

We have also carried out installations that protect the electric wiring 
circuit tracers by means of installing an automatic resetting system in 
case the aforementioned protecting installations go off fortuitously.   

2.6 Electric Heat tracing
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2.7 Projects that control water treatments plants

Water purification plants
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CodeC is well prepared to design, develop and plan any type of control 
projects. Having worked with the main automation platforms, such as Schneider 
Electric, Siemens and ABB we guarantee our commitment and expertise. 

Our technicians are skilled enough to consult our clients and offer them the most 
adequate control architecture for each project. Actually, our broad experience 
in this domain makes us be the best team to ply these types of projects. 

We carry out process engineering 
services to treat water by means 
of using an outer ultrafiltration 
membrane. 

Plant automation. The plants work 
in an automatic mode. Indeed, all 
the process variables are controlled 
by a PLC, whose working range 
can be adjusted by means of 
using a touch screen. This way we 
can optimize its production to the 
maximum with the aim of achieving 
the maximum energy efficiency. 
Thanks to a comfortable on-screen 
display, we can observe the plants 
operating in real time.   
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Wastewater treatment plants
We also deal with process engineering services regarding 
wastewater treatments by using MBR membranes.
Being part of a team made up by a set of companies with different 
disciplines has let us offer our clients any sort of turnkey projects. 
Thanks to both our knowledge and expertise within this sector, 
together with the extensive number of international references 
we have, we can offer our clients the best option regarding their 
projects. 
We make pilot plants to study and provide solutions to each one 
of our clients.
Our after-sales service lets us offer our clients both a preventive and 
a corrective maintenance in order to guarantee that their plants 
work properly and also to make sure they last longer.
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Pol. Industrial Les Pinedes
Pompeu Fabra Nau nº9
Hostalric 17450 (Girona)

codec@codec.cat     www.codec.cat

972 86 51 42 972 87 41 89

disseny: josesanchezsa@yahoo.es
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